Tank Asset Management Program
Comprehensive water tank maintenance is more than the rehabilitation
of an aging water tank. It’s about indefinitely extending the life of critical
assets at a cost you can control. No one else offers you the comprehensive
range of services – and the peace of mind – that SUEZ delivers.
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The SUEZ Tank Asset Management Program extends service life and optimizes structural and
sanitary conditions of your storage tank so you can provide high-quality water to your customers.

Learn more on the back.

Peace of mind for you. High-quality water
for your customers.

The benefits
Improve water quality

Our Asset Management Program is a comprehensive approach
designed to help you maintain your tanks and keep them
compliant with all safety and sanitary regulations.

Comply with regulations
Extend asset life
Predictable budgets

Our asset management process
Comprehensive condition assessment
Our experts visually inspect the internal and external structure of the
tank and provide detailed reports on its safety, sanitation, structures,
security and coatings. We then draw up an asset condition optimization
plan that’s balanced with your budget needs.

Custom-tailored rehabilitation
We restore your asset to its optimum level of operation, completing all
interior and exterior renovations in compliance with OSHA regulations.
Heavy structural repairs are performed under the supervision of our
in-house engineering department or partner engineering firms.

Ongoing maintenance
After the initial work is complete, we handle all future rehabilitation,
annual inspection/reporting, time-based preventative cleaning and
even emergency service.

The ultimate solution:

SUEZ Asset
Management
Extend tank life.
Call +1 (855) 526-4413 or visit

www.suez-na.com

At SUEZ, we believe you shouldn’t have to choose between a capital expense that
is beyond your budget and an unpredictable run-to-failure approach. Our Asset
Management Program packages the rehabilitation and future maintenance of your
assets into a single contract, with SUEZ assuming all maintenance risk for a set
annual cost.
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